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Antimicrobial Resistance in Microorganisms
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The World Health Organization has warned that pres-
ently there is a real threat posed by antimicrobial resis-
tant (AMR) organisms. Antimicrobial resistance is resis-
tance of a microorganism to an antimicrobial medicine 
to which it was originally sensitive (1). Antibiotic resis-
tance has been detected in microbes that cause common 
and serious diseases, such as urinary tract infections and 
pneumonia in all regions of the world. This means that 
when we are most vulnerable and in need of these drugs, 
there is a chance that they may not work as currently an-
timicrobial resistance threatens the effective avoidance 
and treatment of an ever-increasing range of infections 
caused by bacteria, parasites, viruses and fungi. Resis-
tant organisms are able to withstand attacks by antimi-
crobial medicines, such as antibiotics, so that standard 
treatments become ineffective and infections persist, 
increasing risk of spread to others. The evolution of resis-
tant strains is a natural phenomenon that occurs when 
microorganisms are exposed to antimicrobial drugs, and 
resistant traits can be exchanged between certain types 
of bacteria (2). The misuse and overuse of antimicrobial 
medicines accelerates this natural phenomenon. Poor 
infection control practices encourage the spread of AMR. 
In general, bacterial resistance to antimicrobial agents 
is classified into multidrug-resistant (MDR), extensively 
drug-resistant (XDR) and pandrug-resistant (PDR); MDR 
has been defined as acquired non-susceptibility to at 
least one agent in three or more antimicrobial catego-
ries, XDR means bacterial isolates remain susceptible to 
only one or two categories and PDR has been defined as 
non-susceptibility to all agents in all antimicrobial cat-
egories (3).

When bacteria become resistant to an antibiotic, that 
medicine becomes less effective. Medical treatment of 

patients infected with these drug-resistant organisms 
can become more complicated, leading to longer hospi-
tal stays, increased health care costs and in extreme cases, 
untreatable infections. Without effective antimicrobials 
for care and prevention of infections, the success of treat-
ments such as organ transplantation, cancer chemother-
apy and major surgery would be compromised. General-
ly speaking, the growth of global trade and travel allows 
resistant microorganisms to spread rapidly to distant 
countries and continents through humans and food (4).
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